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The next standalone installment of the #1 international bestselling "Da Vinci Code meets Tomb
Raider" VanOps thriller series is a heart-stopping story of spies, lies, and family
ties.HONORABLE MENTION - SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA BOOK AWARDSTHRILLER
FINALIST - 2022 BOOK EXCELLENCE AWARDSGLOBAL THRILLER FINALIST - JUNE 2022
CHANTICLEER INTERNATIONAL BOOK AWARDSSixteenth-century French prophet
Nostradamus predicted the Great Fire of London, Napoleon’s conquest, Hitler’s rule, and the
atomic bomb. Can the VanOps team keep the old seer’s secrets out of blood-stained hands?
Aikido black belt Maddy Marshall is celebrating the completion of her black ops training when
news of a military takeover in the South China Sea shocks the world because it was predicted by
a sixteen-year-old French student. When intel chatter spells danger to Avril, the young seer,
VanOps Director Bowman assigns Marshall and her twin brother, Will Argones, to protect the
girl.Emotions between the siblings are running hot due to their aunt’s recent stroke, which has
reminded them of the childhood accident that scarred both his chin and her heart. Tensions
ratchet higher when they arrive at Avril’s home to find the instant social media star has been
kidnapped, leaving them with only clenched fists and cryptic clues that lead to a formula
encoded on an etched-bronze medallion.While Taiwan fears an invasion that will set off an
apocalyptic chain of events, Marshall and Argones race through medieval French towns, Italian
cathedrals, and ancient Greek temples attempting to find Avril before their enemies use the girl
to discover the Holy Grail of military intelligence. If the team fails, they won’t need a crystal ball to
know millions of innocent souls will be destined to join Nostradamus in the afterlife.The
Doomsday Medallion is an electrifying, globe-trotting thriller that delves into humankind’s
timeless fascination with prophecy and illuminates the mesmerizing and dangerous potential of
a weaponized oracle.Fans of Dan Brown, Steve Berry, and James Rollins will get an adrenaline
rush turning the pages of this standalone thriller."With a jaw-dropping, rewarding twist at the
end, every mystery, crime, and thriller fan should read Doomsday Medallion." —San Francisco
Book Review“Epic.” —BestThrillers.com“Masterful. A perfect blend of roller-coaster thrill ride
and historical revelation.” —David S. Brody, bestselling author of Cabal of the Westford
Knight"An action-packed, high-stakes journey through ancient European landmarks in search of
a secret so powerful it can explain the past and predict the future." —Al Pessin, multi-award-
winning author of the Task Force Epsilon thrillers"One of the best thrillers of the year." —Rick
Treon, author of Divided States, a 2021 Best Thriller Book Awards finalistAwards and critical
acclaim for the VanOps series:THE LOST POWER (VanOps #1) won:- Genre Grand Prize -
Chanticleer International Book Awards- Honorable Mention - Hollywood Book Festival- Bronze
Medal - Wishing Shelf Book AwardsSOLSTICE SHADOWS (VanOps #2) won:- Global Thriller
Genre Grand Prize - Chanticleer International Book Awards- Bronze Medal - Readers' Favorite
Awards"The Lost Power opens a tantalizing new series that combines historical mystery and
cutting-edge science into a masterwork of international intrigue." ~ James Rollins, #1 New York



Times bestselling author "...a good ole' fashioned rip-roaring adventure from start to finish." ~
Steve Berry, New York Times bestselling author
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LT, “A MUST READ. Will, Maddy, Bear, and Doyle, take their current mission to avert a world war
with China. Following a Nostradamus child protege becomes a real challenge to gain her trust
as their adventure unfolds. Will and Maddy discover a real surprise about their mother. Hold
onto your grab bars as this book is a roller coaster of thrills.”

JY, “Intrigue at the highest level. The Doomsday Medallion is labeled a Vanops Thriller, but it is
so much more. One of the best thrillers I’ve read in a long time. The characters make you live
their lives as they race against time, dire situations, and a relentless enemy. Author Avanti
Centrae weaves an intriguing tapestry of twists and turns that keeps you driving forward to find
out what happens next. Her heroes move across the European landscape to uncover the
unthinkable, a way to predict the future! I give this story a well deserved five stars.”

Ebook Library Reader, “The search. Full of characters from book one and a plot that keeps
waiting with bated breath this is a book that is hard to put down. It leaves you with a new hint of
mystery to be found in book three. Lets go”

Barry & Melissa Wilcox, “Another Great Book from Avanti Centrae. Marvelous, fast-paced book.
Mandy, Bear and Will are fast becoming some of my favorite fictional characters. This one will
pull you right in and keep you turning pages.”

B T, “Excellent. I read all three books Very good in engaging the readerHappy for Will and
Maddie finding there heritageArvil reason for predicting the future was cute something a
teenager would do”

K, “Loved them. Loved these three books by her.Can't put them down?”

Amy's Bookshelf Reviews, “Magnificently mysterious and twisty. What a compelling story in The
Doomsday Medallion by Avanti Centrae. I have become a big fan of this author! This author
brings the story to life. The characters had a lot of depth and were very intense and intriguing.
This story definitely had its share of action, and thrills. Nothing is ever as it seems, and there are
so many twists, and unpredictable results, that it makes for an interesting journey for the reader,
and the characters. Chaos and danger threaten lives, and tension definitely is at a high in the
story. It is a very well-written story, and I enjoyed it. It’s one of those embraceable stories. It’s
definitely un-put-downable! The thrills and intrigue is written clearly. The title drew me in, but the
story made me stay. Who wouldn't love a story with the word "doomsday" in it? The Doomsday
Medallion is a definite recommendation by Amy's Bookshelf Reviews. I look forward to reading
many more stories by this author.I read this book and give my honest and unbiased review.
~Amy's Bookshelf Reviews”



Haunted Reader, “Cutting Edge Global Thriller. I'm excited to find a female author of fast-paced,
danger-laden, globe-trotting thrillers. Surely there are multiple female authors in this subgenre,
but one thinks first of various famous [bestselling] male Thriller authors. THE DOOMSDAY
MEDALLION is the third in the exciting VanOps Series, featuring a covert government subset
whose agents include meditators and users of a form of ball Lightning energy. So this Series is
cutting-edge, and its combination of well-characterized emotions with exciting plot lines and
intense villains creates an involving read. In THE DOOMSDAY MEDALLION, Chinese invasion
of a South Pacific island very near independent Taiwan is inextricably linked to the search for a
lost Nostradamus formula for viewing the future, the goal of a pair of stop-at-nothing villains.I
reviewed a digital ARC generously provided by the author via NetGalley at no cost, obligation,
or remuneration.  I opted to review this title.”

SE, “A Fast Paced Action Packed Storyline. It was so good to meet up with Maddie, Bear and
Will on this next Van Ops mission that takes them to France.Searching for clues from the past to
foresee the future, the team follow in the footsteps of Nostradamus.A wonderful fast paced and
action packed storyline by Avanti Centrae, bringing history and mysteries to life as well as
secrets from the past.”

Joey Y, “Fast paced and historically interesting. If you can get past the strange sentences and
turn of phrases that may come from translating a book into English, you will find a book that is
good for fans of thrillers. The resolutions to the story were a bit overly convenient. There was
good character development,more than you usually see in books of this genre. Worth reading.”

The book by Avanti Centrae has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 86 people have provided feedback.
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